JORDAN HARBINGER

“

"There are speakers, and then there
is Jordan Harbinger. He is funny,
sincere, fascinating, and, most
importantly, impactful. Feedback
was oﬀ the charts. He challenged
the audience and they were engaged
every step of the way. We hope his
schedule will allow him to speak at
all of our future events."
-- Michael Port, NY Times
Best Selling author of Book Yourself
Solid and Steal the Show.

SHORT BIO

SPEAKING TOPICS

Jordan Harbinger is an American lawyer turned social dynamics expert and entrepreneur.

Entrepreneurship: How did a former lawyer
build a multi-million dollar company teaching
social skills? I'll show you how I created
a business branding empire.

For 11 years, he hosted The Art of Charm Podcast -- regularly in the iTunes top 50 and
downloaded over four million times a month. Now Jordan interviews the world's top
performers -- from legendary musicians to intelligence operatives, iconoclastic writers to
visionary change-makers at The Jordan Harbinger Show, consistently holding in the iTunes
top 100 after just a few weeks.

"A core principle of my own life is that one should leave everything and
everyone better than they were before we met. By bringing positivity
and abundance to others, you can't go wrong."
Jordan has always had an aﬀinity for social influence, interpersonal dynamics, and social
engineering, helping private companies test the security of their communications systems
and working with law enforcement agencies before he was even old enough to drive.
A former Wall Street attorney, Jordan speaks five languages and spent several years abroad
in Europe and the developing world, including South America, Eastern Europe, and the
Middle East. He has also worked for various governments and NGOs overseas, traveled
through war zones, and been kidnapped -- twice. He'll tell you the only reason he's still
alive and kicking is because of his ability to talk his way into (and out of) just about any
type of situation.
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Networking: For more than a decade, I've built
a wide and highly eﬀective network. Now, it
runsitself and incoming opportunities are
virtually automated.
Social Engineering: What would it take for a
defense contractor to reveal classified
informationto a total stranger? I show you how
in under 10 hours over a few weeks.
Monetizing Podcasts: For 11 years, I ran
The Art of Charm Podcast, one of the most
popular and profitable shows found regularly in
iTunes top 50, generating multi-seven-figure
revenue. Now I host The Jordan Harbinger Show,
which hit iTunes top 100 after just a couple
of weeks; I can teach you how to grow and
monetize your podcast, too.

